Getting to the Dice Museum
First floor of North Hall at Calvin University

Parking Options:
• Lots 5, 4, and 6 are close to the Dice Museum. (Note that the road entrance to Lots 4 and 5 is south of Lot 4.)
• The circle north of North Hall has the closest parking spaces designated for persons with disabilities.
• For dropping off or picking up people, there are some short-term parking spots in the circle north of North Hall.

In North Hall:
• The closest doorways for entering the building are designated by red and blue arrows.
• Red arrows point to doors that enter on the same floor as the Dice Museum. Go through the double doors and turn either right or left to see the Museum ahead of you (no stairs).
• If you enter at the blue arrow, you will need to go up a short flight of stairs to the first floor. Go through a door and the Museum is down the hall to your left.